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Univalent fonctions and the Schwarzian derivative

F. W. Gehring(1)

Dedicated to Professor A. Pfluger on his seventieth birthday

1. Introduction

This paper is concernée with the problem of extending to an arbitrary simply
connected plane domain D the following two well known results relating the
univalence of a function / analytic in the unit disk B with the magnitude of its
Schwarzian derivative

THEOREM 1. If fis analytic and univalent in B, then

|S,(z)N6(l-|z|2r2

in B. The constant 6 is sharp.

THEOREM 2. If f is analytic with

\Sf(z)\^2(l-\z\2)-2

in B, then f is univalent in B. The constant 2 is best possible,

Theorem 1 is due to Kraus [7] and Theorem 2 to Nehari [10].
Suppose next that D is a simply connected proper subdomain of the finite

1 This research was supported in part by grants from the U S National Science Foundation, Grant
MPS 7507940, and from the Samuel Neaman Fund, Spécial Year in Complex Analysis, Techmon,
Haifa, 1975-76
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562 F W GEHRING

complex plane C. Then the hyperbolic metric in D is given by

where g is any conformai mapping of D onto JB. The inequality

\ dist (z, dD)"1 < pD(z) <dist (z, dD)'1 (1)

follows immediately from well known results due to Koebe and Schwarz. (See, for
example, page 22 in [12].)

A Jordan curve 7 in the extended complex plane C is said to be a K-
quasiconformal circle, 1 < K < 00, if there exists a K-quasiconformal mapping / of
C onto C which maps the unit circle onto y. The curve y is said to be a

quasiconformal circle if it is a K-quasiconformal circle for some K.
The following analogues of Theorems 1 and 2 for simply connected subdomains

D of C are due to Lehto [8] and Ahlfors [1], respectively. See also [3].

THEOREM 3. /// is analytic and univalent in D, then

\Sf(z)\^12pD(z)2

in D. The constant 12 is sharp.

THEOREM 4. Suppose that dD is a K-quasiconformal circle. Then there exists

a positive constant a which dépends only on K such that f is univalent in D
whenever f is analytic with

(2)

in D.

Remark. Ahlfors actuaUy proved more than the conclusion given above,

namely that one can choose a a(K) so that / has a quasiconformal extension to
C whenever / is analytic and satisfies (2) in D.

In view of the above remark, it is natural to ask if the hypothesis that dD be a

quasiconformal circle is necessary in Theorem 4. We shall show that this is indeed
the case by establishing the following resuit.

THEOREM 5. Suppose there exists a positive constant a such that f is
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univalent in D whenever f is analytic with

in D. Then dD is a K-quasiconformal circle where K dépends only on a.

2. Schwarzian univalence criterion

We obtain Theorem 5 as a corollary of an analogous resuit for proper
subdomains D of C with arbitrary connectivity. For such domains D we hâve the

following conséquence of Theorem 1.

COROLLARY 1. If f is analytic and univalent in D, then

\Sf(z)\^6dht(z,dD)~2 (3)

in D. The constant 6 is best possible.

Proof. Fix z0 e D, choose r so that 0 < r < dist (z0, dD) and let g(z) f(rz + z0).

Then g is analytic and univalent in J3,

by Theorem 1, and we obtain (3) for z z0 by letting r-> dist (z0, dD). There is

equality in (3) when / is the Koebe function z(l - z)~2, D B and z 0.

Corollary 1 and inequality (1) suggest that dist (z^D)"1 is a reasonable

substitute for the hyperbolic metric pn(z) in the case where D is multiply
connected.

DEFINITION. Suppose that D is an arbitrary proper subdomain of C. We say
that D satisfies the Schwarzian univalence -criterion if there exists a positive
constant a such that f is univalent in D whenever f is analytic with

|Sf(z)|< a dist (z,dD)~2

inD.

The purpose of this paper is to establish the following resuit.
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THEOREM 6. If D satisfies the Schwarzian univalence tnlenon with constant
a, then each component of dD is either a point or a K-quasiconformal circle where

K dépends only on a.

Proof of Theorem 5. Suppose that D is a simply connectée proper subdomain
of C which satisfies the hypothèses of Theorem 5. Then by inequality (1), D
satisfies the Schwarzian univalence criterion with constant a/16. Since dD is

connectée and contains at least two points, Theorem 6 implies that dD is a

K-quasiconformal circle where K dépends only on a.

COROLLARY 2. Suppose that D is a simply connectée proper subdomain of
C. Then D satisfies the Schwarzian univalence criterion if and only if dD is a
quasiconformal circle.

Proof. Theorem 4 and inequality (1) imply that D satisfies the Schwarzian
univalence criterion whenever dD is a quasiconformal circle. The converse foliows
from Theorem 6.

3. Proof of Theorem 6

The proof of Theorem 6 dépends on five lemmas given below. In what follows
we let D dénote an arbitrary domain in C, jB(z0, r) the open disk with center
zoeC and radius re(0, <»), and b a constant in (1, <*>). Next we say that two points
Zi, z2 can be joined in a set E<=:C if there exists an arc ac£ with zl9 z2 as its

endpoints. Finally for each set £ c: C we let dE, É and C(E) dénote respectively
the boundary, closure and complément of E in C.

LEMMA 1. Suppose that for some z0 and r there exist two points in DO
B(z0, r) which cannot be joined in D D B(z0, br). Then there exist finite points zu z2

in D and wl9 w2 in C(D) such that

Mz) log
z-w2

is analytic in D with

\h(z1)-h(z2)-27ri\^-^--. (4)
0 — 1

Proof. By hypothesis there exist two points zi, z2 in DnË(zo,r) which
cannot be joined in Df)B(z0, br). Let a' dénote the closed segment from z[ to z2
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and let Bo B(z0, br). Since zi, z2 e D, there exists an open polygonal arc j3' from
z'2 to z'i in D which meets a' in at most a finite set of points; when zi, z2 ^ z0, we
choose ]8' so that it lies in D-{z0}. Then |3'-(a'nj3') is the union of a finite
number of open subarcs ]8 with endpoints in a'. Since zi, z2 cannot be joined in
D H J30, we can choose a j3 whose endpoints cannot be joined in D n JB0. Let Zi
and z2 dénote respectively the terminal and initial points of |8, and let a dénote
the closed segment from zx to z2. Note that Zi, z2^ z0 whenever zi, z2^ z0.

We want next to find finite points Wi,w2€ C(D) so that the function h is

analytic in D and satisfies (4). Now zx and z2 are separated in Bo by the closed set

C(D). Using Theorem VI.7.1 in [11] it is easy to show that Zi and z2 are
separated in Bo by a component Co of C(D). Let Do C(C0). Then Do is a simply
connected domain by Theorem IV.3.3 in [11], DcD0, and the points zu z2

cannot be joined in Dor)Bo. Hence by replacing D by Do, we may assume
without loss of generality that D is simply connected.

Now y a U |8 is a Jordan curve. Let Dt and D2 dénote respectively the
bounded and unbounded components of C(y). We shall show that there exist

points Wi, w2 such that

wt e C(JD) H dB0 H Dt (5)

for i 1,2. Fix i. Since zi, z2 cannot be joined in DDB0, j8 and hence y must
meet dB0 in at least two points. From Kerékjârtô's theorem it follows that each

component of

is a Jordan domain, and hence that each component of Dt H Bo is bounded by a

Jordan curve. (See page 168 in [11].) Next since D, is a Jordan domain and since

Zi e dDt fi Bo, there exists a neighborhood U of zx such that points of D, Pi £7 can

be joined in D, H Bo. Hence D, fl 17 is contained in a component D* of D, H Bo,

D*n[/=D,n[/, (6)

and dD* is a Jordan curve y*.
Choose z g a — {zj. Since a lies at a positive distance from dB0, we can choose

an open crosscut 8 of D, from zx to z which lies in Bo. Then (6) implies that
ôc:D*, that zey*, and hence that ac-y*. Thus |8* 7*-a is an open arc

joining z2 to Z\ in Bo, and there exists a point

wf€jB*nC(D). (7)
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Since

7* c a(A n Bo) c 7 u (a£0 n A),

we hâve

/3* c 0 U (ajB0 fl D,) c D U (3B0 H A), (8)

and (5) follows from (7) and (8).
Since D is simply connected, we can define an analytic branch of

w x z — Wi
n(z) log

z-w2
in D. Then

dz

-Wi .fe z-w2

W!)-n(% w2))- ——+ —~>J« z-Wi J« z-w2

where n(y, wt) is the winding number of y with respect to wt. Since Di is the
bounded component of C(y),

n(y, Wi)=n ±1, n(% w2) 0,

and we hâve

\h{zx)-Kz2)-2mri\^ f r^^ f r^.Ja k-Wi| }a \Z-W2\

(See [2].) Then

\dz\ _|
|z-w,| (b-l)r b-1

(9)

(10)

for ï 1,2, and (4) follows from (9) and (10) when n 1. When n -1, we obtain
(4) by interchanging wt and w2.

LEMMA 2. Suppose thaï for some z0 and r there exist two points in D-
B(z0, r) which cannot be joined in D-B(z0, r/b). Then the conclusion ofLemma 1

again holds.
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Proof. By hypothesis there exist two points zï, z2 in D-B(zOy r) which cannot
be joined in D-B(zo,r/b); we may assume without loss of generality that
zî, z2^ °°. Next let A and £î dénote the images of D and zî under

Then fi, f2 are points in 4fl JBf(z0,1/r) which cannot be joined in iflfîfzo, 6/r).

By the argument for Lemma 1, there exist finite points

Cu Ç2€A-{zo}, (ou ù)2€C(A)ndB(z09 b/r)

such that

is analytic in A with

4

6-1"

Let z,, w, dénote the images of £, o)t under f~l, Then

g~ W>2 Z — VV2

is analytic in D and satisfies (4).

DEFINITION. A set E in C is said to be b-locally connectée if for ail z0 and r,

points in E n B(z0, r) can be joined in E n B(z0, br) and points in E - B(z0, r) can
be joined in E-B(z0, r/b).

See [5] and [6] for other applications of this concept.

LEMMA 3. Suppose that D is a proper subdomain of C. // D satisfies the

Schwarzian univalence criterion for some constant a, then D is b-locally connected

where

(11)
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Proof. Suppose that D is not b-locally connected. Then there exist zoeC,
r€(0, oo) and two points in D for which the hypothèses of Lemma 1 or Lemma 2

hold. In either case, we obtain finite points zu z2eD and wu w2e C(D) such that

g
z-w2

is analytic in D and satisfies (4). Since 6>3, inequality (4) implies that

fe—j^>4' (12)

Now set

2 Tri
/(z) exp(c*(z)), c

h(zi)_h{z2y

Then / is analytic with

1 ^2

2

in D. Next (4), (11) and (12) imply that

and hence that

1^(2)1 < 211 - c2| dist (z, dD)"2 < a dist (z, dD)~2

in D. Since D satisfies the univalence criterion, it follows that / must be univalent
in D. But

and we hâve a contradiction.

LEMMA 4. Suppose that D is b-locally connected and that dD is connected
and contains at least two points. Then dD is a K-quasiconformal circle where K
dépends only on b.
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Proof. Suppose that p is a point in D. With each neighborhood U of p we
associate a second neighborhood V as follows. If p zoeC, choose re(0,<») so
that B(zo,br)c:U and let V B(z0, r); if p oo choose re(0,°°) so that
C(£(0, r/6))c U and let V= C(J3(0, r)). In each case, the fact that D is fc-locally
connected implies that points in DHV can be joined in DCMJ. Thus D is

uniformly locally connected and dD is a Jordan curve y by Theorem VI. 16.2 in

nu.
We show next that for any pair of finite points Z\, z2e y,

min (dia (yO, dia(y2))<b2 |zx-z2|, (13)

where yl9 y2 dénote the components of y-{zuz2}. By a theorem of Ahlfors,
inequality (13) will then imply that y is a K-quasiconformal circle, where K
dépends only on b, thus completing the proof. (See, for example, Theorem II.8.6
in [9].)

To this end fix z1? z2e y, set

z0 |(zi + z2), r è |zi - z2|,

and suppose that (13) does not hold. Then there exist t€(r,œ>) and finite points
Wi, vv2 such that

w.ey.-BUo,*2*) (14)

for i 1, 2. Choose s g (r, *)• Since Zi, z2 e y H JB(z0, s), we can find for i 1, 2 an
endcut at of D joining z, to z|eD in B(z0, s). Next since D is 6-locally
connected, we can find an arc a3 joining z[ to z2 in DnÉ(zo,bs). Then

a1Ua2Ua3 contains a crosscut a of D from z1 to z2 with

aczë(zo,bs). (15)

By virtue of (14), the same argument can be applied to obtain a crosscut P of D
from Wi to w2 with

But (15) and (16) imply that aflj3 0, contradicting the fact that zt and z2

separate Wi and w2 in y. Thus (13) holds and the proof of Lemma 4 is complète.

LEMMA 5. Suppose that D is b-locally connected. Then each component of
dD is either a point or a K-quasiconformal circle where K dépends only on b.
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Proof. Let Bo be a component of dD, let Co dénote the component of C(D)
which contains Bo, and let Do C(C0). Then Do is a domain with dD0 Bo. (See,

for example, the proof of Theorem VI. 16.3 in [11].) To complète the proof we
need only show that Do is è-locally connected. For then by Lemma 4, dD0 will be

a point or a l£-quasiconformal circle where K K(b).
Fix zoeC and re(0, »). Given z1? z^Dofli^Zo, r) we must find an arc y

joining thèse points in DonB(zo, br). For this let a be any arc joining z± and z2

in £(z0, r). Ifacz Do, we may take y a. Suppose that açt Do and for i - 1, 2 let
a, dénote the component of a H Do which contains z,. Then for each i there exists

a point w, such that

w,€a,nD. (17)

If z,€D, we may take wt zt; otherwise z,g Ç, a component of C(D) différent
from Co, and the fact that

implies that at must meet D and hence contain a point wt satisfying (17). Since D
is 6-locally connected and since

Wi, w2 G a H D c D n JB(z0, r),

we can join w± and w2 by an arc j3 in D H B(z0, br). Then ax U j3 U a2 will contain

an arc 7 joining Zi and z2 in DoCiB(zo, br).
Next the same argument shows that each pair of points in D0-B(z0, r) can be

joined in D0-JB(z0, r/fe). Hence Do is 6-locally connected and the proof is

complète.

Proof of Theorem 6. Suppose that D is a proper subdomain of C which
satisfies the Schwarzian univalence criterion with constant a. Lemma 3 implies
that D is è-locally connected, where b is as in (11). Then Lemma 5 implies that
each component of dD is either a point or a X-quasiconformal circle, where K
dépends only on fc, and hence only on a.

4. Universel Teichmùller space

We conclude this paper with an application of Theorem 5 to Teichmùller
theory.

Let B2 B2(L91) dénote the Banach space of functions q> analytic in the lower
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half plane L with norm

where pL(2:) — ilyl"1 is the hyperbolic metric in L. Next let S dénote the family of
<p Sg where g is conformai in L, and let T= T(l) dénote the subfamily of those
<P Sg for which g has a quasiconformal extension to C. From Theorem 1 it
follows that |M|^6 for ail cpeS and hence that TdSaB2. The set T is the
universal Teichmûller space. (See, for example, [4].)

Suppose that <peint(S). Then <p Sg where g maps L conformally onto a

simply connected subdomain D of C. In addition, there exists a constant a>0
such that if/eS whenever ||i/r-<p||<a. If / is analytic with

|Sf(z)|<apo(z)2

in D, then e/r S/og is analytic in L, ||</r - <p|| < a, and hence / is univalent in D. Thus
dD is a quasiconformal circle by Theorem 5, g has a quasiconformal extension to
C, and <p e T. Hence

int(S)cT. (18)

Next using the Remark following Theorem 4, Ahlfors showed in [1] that

T=int(T). (19)

Combining (18) and (19) we obtain the following resuit.

COROLLARY 3. T is the interior of S in B2.

Unfortunately Corollary 3 neither implies nor is implied by the truth of the

following interesting conjecture due to Bers. (See, for example, [4].)

CONJECTURE. S is the closure of T in B2.

Lehto observed in [8] that one would settle the Bers conjecture in the négative
if one could find a Jordan domain D and a positive constant a such that dD is not
a quasiconformal circle and such that / has a quasiconformal extension to C
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whenever / îs analytic with

\Sf(z)\ ssafo(z)2

in D. Theorem 5 shows, however, that no such domain D exists.
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